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Few months back a meeting took place in Barcelona (named as mobile world congress) in which
which each and every reputed company  who where looking to bring in some new gadgets in the
market to represent there company presented some of the basic information related to there
products.

And  it was in this meeting itself when we got the first look of this new  LG Optimus 4X HD mobile
from the company named as  LG. When asked about the release dated of the same in that meeting
company was not very sure regarding when to actually want this product of theirs to come in market,
but after that recently they have came on to a conclusion of releasing this product in the month of
June this year itself.

While in an short interview when asked from one of the manufactures of this new LG Optimus
mobile about the various specifications this handset is bringing with itself, they told us that this new
product from the company is one of the latest and most updated mobile if we check in the list of
various lg mobiles till date, they continued saying that each and every requirement of an customer
has been nicely taken care of while making this handset.

We can talk about tones of things but let us start with the basic specification of this LG Optimus 
mobile from the company we will find that, this new handset is there in the market with one of the
most updated operating system in it which is known as android 4.0 (ice-cream sandwich) and with a
4.7 inches HD-IPS LCD capacitive touchscreen. Also with the help of this operating system you can 
work on various document viewer like power point, word  and excel. In short we can say that you'll
never be away form you office where every you go.

I know you must be thinking that these are enough but there are more like  LG Optimus 4X HD is
there with all the basic features in it which can be asked by any person who is out there to buy a
new handset from him self, for example you can easily find a multimedia music player in this, a
stereo bluetooth, this handset can also play almost all various music formats and video formats, you
can find a FM radio in this, a display resolution of 72x 1280 with 16 m colors, email and MMS facility
and much more.

Now looking at some of the very important features in this new  LG Optimus mobiles we can find
that this handset is coming with a  standard battery of Li-Ion 2140 mAH which will provide you a
reasonable time of working on it, also you will be having an in built memory of 16 GB and an
expendable memory of 32 GB that to with  1.5 quad â€“ core processor.

All in the end we can say that LG Optimus 4X HD price is very much if compared to the features it is
bringing with it self.Now if you are interested in knowing about various LG Mobile price you can take
help of various online shopping websites.
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